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INTRODUCTION
All business processes are dependent on content – docu-

ments, forms, certificates, spreadsheets, correspondence, etc. 

The information within this content needs to be captured, an-

alysed, communicated, updated and archived. As we assign 

processes across individuals, departments, in-house services 

and outsourced providers, the way in which we manage and 

share the content becomes super-critical to the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the process.

The panacea of a single wall-to-wall ECM (Enterprise Content 

Management) system handling active content, multiple busi-

ness processes, and long-term archiving across the organisa-

tion has always been a tough goal for all sizes of organisation. 

Although it might be perceived as an easier approach to take for 

smaller organisations, the reality is that these businesses have 

tended to take smaller steps, implementing application-specif-

ic solutions and departmental projects in a somewhat ad hoc 

way. The challenge now for all businesses is how to integrate, 

consolidate and connect these systems into an efficient and 

compliant content services infrastructure able to push forward 

the full benefits of digital transformation. This remains a daunt-

ing task for many, and their choice of solution provider will be 

crucial.

In this study we will look at the challenges faced by information 

managers and business process stakeholders across Europe, 

and how they are working to address them. We will benchmark 

the adoption of existing and planned solutions, and look at the 

selection and procurement process. We also compare current 

supplier types and plans to switch supplier in the future, along 

with views on systems integrators, outsourced services, cloud 

deployment, and the implications of GDPR.
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KEY FINDINGS
Information Management and Capture Systems
1.  Over half (53%) of respondents have one or more doc-

ument/content management systems, a third (31%)  

have image based process systems, and 30% have an 

IT sanctioned collaboration or cloud-sharing system 

(rising to 44% of larger orgs). 20% overall have none of 

these systems, rising to 27% of the smallest organisations 

(<50 employees).

2.  Overall, only 18% have formal records 

management systems, rising to just 

26% of 500+ employee organisations.

3.  Just over half of those without IM systems use a “rea-

sonably well organised network file share”, but 5% of 

responding organisations admit to having 

chaotic file-shares, and/or multiple unor-

ganised cloud-shares. 9% overall are likely 

to rely on email attachments and personal lo-

cal drives.

4.  32% scan-at-the-door as a “digital mailroom” opera-

tion. 40% scan pre-process for subsequent archive, and 

28% process first and then scan post-process for archive.  

Only 14% capture data for use in the process.  

5.  The biggest challenge for document services provi-

sion is providing wide access (41%) and good search 

(34%), then integration across the business. 31% cite 

increasing volumes as their biggest challenge, along with 

security and GDPR (28%). 

6.  29% have good or fair mobile access, 

but 57% do not have any document 

system access from mobiles. 64% can-

not interact with or monitor processes from 

mobiles. 

7.  GDPR is causing 47% of 500+ organisations to re-

think their customer data processes, tightening secu-

rity and improving records management. But 63% of 

respondents from <50 employee organisations say they 

don’t know enough about GDPR or do know, but are do-

ing nothing about it. 

8.  Of those who have embarked on a content manage-

ment project, 55% consider it a success, with a fur-

ther 27% still a work-in-progress. For 6% the project is 

stalled, and 12% are looking to replace unsuccessful or 

legacy systems.

Business Process Systems
9.  Accounts payable (29%) and accounts receivable 

(12%) are the most popular capture-enabled process 

applications, followed by customer service/case man-

agement (10%), compliance and approvals (9%) and HR 

(8%). 

10.  37% have no capture-enabled applications, and of 

these 14% would need a better cost justification, and 10% 

feel they lack expertise or need someone to show them 

what’s possible.

11.  The biggest business process chal-

lenge is reducing costs and improving 

efficiency (66%), followed by improv-

ing customer experience (39%) and 

reducing errors and delays (38%). 30% would like to 

reduce paper and 23% are looking to achieve better inte-

gration across business systems. 
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12.  “Digital transformation” is a key focus for 19% of re-

spondents, with a further 13% already well down that 

route. 5% would like it to be a key focus but don’t know 

where to start.

13.  As regards process improvement priorities, internal 

review and approvals have the highest priority (22% 

planned and 23% ongoing) then customer corre-

spondence and on-boarding. AP and AR continue to be 

popular with 19% planning and 23% ongoing.  

14.  17% are looking to consolidate their multiple content 

and process systems, 9% around an existing system/

supplier and 8% with a new system/supplier. 24% are 

opting to improve integration across existing systems, ris-

ing to 38% for 500+ employee organisations.

15.  As regards infrastructure for content and process man-

agement, 29% are sticking with on-premise, and 30% 

are looking to a hybrid mix of on-premise and cloud. 

22% are moving to “cloud” mechanisms in their own data 

centres with just 19% committed to true cloud, either as 

SaaS (7%) or allocated servers in commercial data centres 

(12%). 

System Procurement
16.  49% say they are solution-driven, whereas 29% are 

compatibility driven, needing to match their other sys-

tems. 28% are product-driven by features and func-

tions. 21% are compliance-driven, and unfortunately, 26% 

are forced to buy the cheapest tender.

17.  As regards supplier types, current versus future, there 

is a strong move away from large general IT suppliers 

(IBM, EMC, Oracle, Microsoft) and existing ERP and 

financials suppliers towards pure-play ECM/BPM ven-

dors, systems integrators, managed  

services, and resellers of dedicated 

ECM/BPM products. Interest in file-sync- 

and-share providers is dropping rapidly. 

18.  The most important factor when choosing supplier 

is the ability to understand requirements, and then 

match this with the functionality of products. Next 

comes long-term stability of supplier, just ahead of price. 

19.  Although 34% prefer to integrate systems themselves 

(rising to 46% for large organisations), 31% appreciate 

the solutions expertise of a system integrator. But the 

integrator needs to be able to offer the right products. 

Benefits, RoI and Future Plans
20.  Improved agility and flexibility, greater knowledge 

sharing within and between teams, and improved 

customer service are the biggest benefits resulting 

from document and process initia-

tives. Faster end-to-end response and 

increased visibility come ahead of re-

duced costs and improved compliance. 

21.  33% achieved a payback on their investments in  

12 months or less rising to 66% within two years. Over-

all, 82% saw payback within three years. 

22.  62% are planning to increase their in-

vestment in document and/or process 

systems within the next two years, 

with 29% looking for replacements. 
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INFORMATION  
MANAGEMENT AND 
CAPTURE SYSTEMS 
Document and content management systems have spent an 

extraordinarily long time on the active part of the adoption cycle. 

Imaging of documents and forms has been part of the business 

process toolkit for some thirty years, and the first major imple-

mentations of DM systems took place over twenty years ago, 

with a further boost ten years ago when SharePoint and other 

readily accessible systems began making inroads into smaller 

organisations. At the same time the volumes of electronically 

generated content exploded, and many different ways of stor-

ing and sharing content evolved. More recently, cloud-based 

file sync and share (EFSS) systems have boosted collaboration 

around content, but often in an ad hoc way. Despite this long 

history, only half of our respondents have a recognised docu-

ment or content management system.

Despite the implications of GDPR for records management, it is 

of some concern that only 18% have what they would consider 

to be a formal (electronic) records management system – and 

this is not just smaller organisations: as we see from Figure 2, 

only 26% of 500+ employee organisations have records man-

agement under control, dropping to just 7% of the smallest 

organisations.  

In Figure 2 we can see that the disparity between large and 

small businesses is not so large for document and content 

management systems with 60% of the largest and 50% of the 

smallest owning such systems. Understandably, larger busi-

nesses are more likely to have image-enabled business pro-

cesses, but even then, only 38% have any level of imaging. For 

collaboration and cloud sharing, however, 44% of the largest 

have IT sanctioned systems compared with 21% of the small-

est. These smaller organisations no doubt have such systems 

and apps in use, but without specific IT control.

have one or more document/content 
management systems

ON
LY 53%

20%
have no information management  

or capturing system

The concept of paper-free business has also been around for a 

long time, but the exchange and archive of documents, forms, 

invoices and contracts has remained stubbornly paper-based. 

Given the need to ingest these documents into digital work-

flows, scanning and capture has remained a key component of 

business process improvement across the whole thirty years. 

And yet only a third of our respondents have image-based pro-

cessing systems with a scanning and capture front-end.
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Figure 1: Do you have? (N=327)

One or more document/content  
management systems

One or more image-based process systems 
with a scanning/capture front-end

One or more IT-sanctioned collaboration/
cloud-sharing systems

One or more formal records management 
systems

None of these
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Figure 2: Do you have? (N=327)

One or more document/content  
management systems

One or more image-based process systems 
with a scanning/capture front-end

One or more IT-sanctioned collaboration/
cloud-sharing systems

One or more formal records management 
systems

None of these
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Alternatives 
We asked those with no DM or IM system how they store and 

share documents. 57% of these, i.e., 12% of the total survey, 

have a “reasonably well organised network file-share” which 

is fair enough, but 14%, i.e., 3% of the total population have 

a “somewhat chaotic” file-share, and 2% have multiple and/

or unorganised cloud shares such as OneDrive, Google Docs, 

Dropbox, etc.  Perhaps most worrying are the 43% of this sam-

ple, i.e., 9% of the total who rely on email attachments and 

personal local drives.

without document management admit to 
having chaotic file shares and cloud shares

5%

Figure 3: How do you store and share documents? (N=70 with no DM/IM systems)

We have a reasonably well organised net-
work file-share (G:Drive, X:Drive, etc.)

We use the network file share, but it is 
somewhat chaotic

We have multiple/unorganised cloud-shares  
(One Drive, Google Docs, Dropbox, etc.)

We rely on email attachments and personal 
local drives

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

57

14

10

43
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Use of Imaging Systems 
There are a number of points in most business process flows 

where imaging of documents can take place.  The most effi-

cient in terms of maximising throughput and the ability to invest 

in high-performance scanners is the so-called “digital mail-

room”, or scan-at-the-door approach. Cutting out the paper 

at the very start allows images to be electronically routed to in-

bound processes rather than delivered as physical documents, 

reducing handling costs, speeding up the flow, and providing a 

reliable audited path. 32% of our survey respondents do this, 

rising to 43% of the largest organisations, a number that has 

increased steadily over the last 5 years, showing that business-

at-the-speed-of-paper is increasingly untenable.

In many businesses, the driver for imaging is to archive elec-

tronically, particularly where compliance is required in financial 

or medical services. The same up-front argument applies, and 

40% do indeed scan pre-process for subsequent archive, but 

28% leave the scanning until the end of the process, miss-

ing out on the opportunities for electronic routing, and for data 

capture. Pre-processing for workflow in this way is much more 

prevalent in large organisations (47%) than small (18%), al-

though when it comes to full data capture to avoid re-keying, 

only 14% actually do OCR data capture of forms content.

Figure 4: Do you regularly use scanning and document imaging in any of the following ways? (N=296)

Scan at the door for digital mailroom

Pre-process for electronic archive/records

Post-process for electronic archive/records

Pre-process for workflow

Pre-process followed by data capture

In-process as part of case management/
customer service

None of these

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

  1-50 emps   50-500 emps   500+ emps

28
33

38

28
28
29

18
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15

7
7

10

31
21

10

20
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TOP 5 CHALLENGES FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

wide access 

41%
increasing 

volumes and 
security

31 %
GDPR  

28%
good search 

34%
integrating 
document 
services a 

seamless but 
secure way 

34%
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Biggest Challenges 
The respondents in our survey are very conscious of the val-

ue of information to teams and individuals within the business, 

and the importance of ensuring wide access and solid search 

capability. They rate both these things as their top concerns 

(41% and 34% respectively). As a follow on from this, integrat-

ing document services in a seamless but secure way is seen as 

the next biggest challenge (34%).

Next come four rather more defensive concerns: coping with 

ever-increasing volumes of content, managing privacy and se-

curity, and in particular, privacy and security of PII information 

in relation to GDPR – cited by 28%. Ensuring compliance with 

other constantly changing regulations is another strong con-

cern (17%). 

The records management issue crops up again, with 19% con-

cerned about dealing with emails as records, and 12% strug-

gling to implement and enforce a formal records management 

policy.

The challenge of providing wide, secure and searchable ac-

cess becomes more diffi  cult when we factor in aspects such as 

searching across multiple ECM or DM systems, and accessing 

documents from mobile devices. As we see in Figure 6, only 

24% feel they provide their users with good basic search, with 

44% admitting it is poor or not available. Just 16% have “good” 

advanced search, dropping to 9% where multiple systems are 

involved. Content analytics is increasingly seen as a way to de-

tect and remove unwanted content and improve the search-

ability of the rest, but 71% have little or no capability for this.

admit they provide their users 
with poor or not available search

44% % 
Figure 5: Which THREE of the following do you see as the biggest challenges for your document services? (N=210)

Enabeling the widest possible access 
across people and devices

Improving the accuracy and speed of 
search/analytics

Integrating secure document services 
across business systems

Dealing with ever increasing volumes of 
content

Managing privacy and security of business 
information

Managing privacy and security of PII infor-
mation – in relation to GDPR

Dealing with emails as records

Ensuring compliance with constantly 
changing regulations

Retaining control despite widespread use 
od sharing and collaboration services

Implementing and enforcing a formal 
records management policy

Retaining the right mix of internal and 
outsourced services
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29% consider they provide good (11%) or fair (18%) mobile 

access to content on their main ECM/DM systems, but 57% 

do not have any mobile access for documents and 59% have 

no ability to upload documents (scanned or otherwise) from 

mobile devices. 

This whole concept of including mobile devices in business 

processes and project collaboration is a big differentiator in the 

era of digital transformation, but it is easy to see that provid-

ing no mobile access is much simpler than managing secure 

and robust access, despite the frustration it causes employees. 

This is also an area where in-house expertise may be very thin 

on the ground, and the services of an experienced systems 

integrator would be better able to solve this inevitable conflict 

of access versus security.

do not provide any mobile 
document access from mobiles

57%

Figure 6: How do you feel about the provision of the following for your users: (N=202)

  Poor   Not Available  Fair  Good

Basic content search within main ECM/
DDM system(s)

Advanced search within main ECM/DM 
system(s)

Search across multiple ECM/DM systems

Content analytics across one or more 
systems

Mobile access to documents on main ECM/
DM systems

Mobile search across multiple ECM/DM 
systems

Scan documents on mobile and upload to 
ECM/DM system or process

Monitor and interact with process from 
mobile

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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40
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58
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65

59

64
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SharePoint 
As mentioned above, SharePoint became a strong contender 

for enterprise-wide content management from the 2007 re-

lease, and its price point was attractive for smaller organisa-

tions. Although it remains so, subsequent releases have made 

it rather more complex, and it is woven onto the whole Micro-

soft 365 cloud concept. Its adoption as an organisation-wide 

DM/ECM system was always more popular in North America 

than in Europe, and as we can see in Figure 7, it is used more 

in larger organisations than smaller, but even then mostly for 

project collaboration and sharing (23%) rather than as a com-

pany-wide (10%) or departmental DM/ECM system (16%)

Figure 7: Which of the following would apply to the use of SharePoint in your organisation? (N=202, multiple)

We use a single company-wide SharePoint  
system as our main DM/ECM system

We use SharePoint on a departmental basis for 
DM/ECM

We have a central ECM system, but SharePoint 
is in use in places

We have multiple ECM systems of which Share-
Point is one

We mostly use it for project collaboration and 
team-sharing

It’s not widely used

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

  1-50 emps   500+ emps  50-500 emps

8
15
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1
1

16

4
10

1
5
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GDPR 

The tightening of EU data protection laws under GDPR, which 

comes into effect in May 2018, places much more obligation 

on the secure and compliant storage of citizen, customer, pros-

pect and employee data, in particular their PII – personally iden-

tifiable information such as contact details, financial status and 

health profile. At the time of this survey, 43% of respondents 

from less than 50 employee organisations say they don’t know 

enough about GDPR to make any changes to their processes 

and systems, and a further 10% know enough to realise that 

they should make changes, but are not yet doing so.

of respondents from <50 employee 
organisations say they don’t know 

enough about GDPR

43%

GDPR is causing  

47% OF 500+ 
ORGANISATIONS  

to rethink their customer data  
processes, tightening security and  
improving records management

SECURITY

GDPR has a number of specific obligations for larger organi-

sations, and as we see in Figure 7, 47% are re-thinking their 

approach to content and customer data management in the 

light of GDPR, including tightening their security and changing 

records management procedures. 

It is important that all organisations seek help, advice and train-

ing on GDPR.
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Figure 8: Is GDPR affecting your approach to content and customer data management? (N=206, multiple)

Yes – re-thinking how we process customer data

Yes – tightening up our security

Yes – affecting our records management procedures

Not really – we have always been very active on DP compliance

No – but it probably should

No – we don’t store a lot of customer-sensitive data

Don’t know – don’t know enough about GDPR
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Project Success
Of those respondents with EDM or DM systems, 55% consider 

the project to be a success, including 23% who are planning 

to extend it further. 27% feel they have not achieved as much 

as they had hoped as yet, but it is still a work-in-progress, 

whereas for 6% the project has stalled. As we pointed out in 

the introduction, information management projects are seldom 

straightforward, and the required expertise is often not available 

in smaller businesses – or, indeed, larger ones. Just 4% are 

looking to try again with a different product, and as we will see 

later, most likely with a different type of supplier. 

Many systems that were implemented ten or more years ago 

would now be considered legacy systems, particularly with re-

gard to cloud and mobile capabilities, and 8% of our respond-

ents are looking to replace on this basis.

Figure 9: How would you describe the success of your content management project(s)? (N=114 with an ECM system)

It has not been a success and 
we are looking to replace 4%

We have not achieved 
as much as we hoped, 

and it is stalled
6%

We have not achieved as 
much as we hoped, but 

is still in progress
27%

It is now considered a legacy system 
and we are looking to replace8%

It has been a success and we 
are looking to further extend23%

It has been a success and 
will remain operational in 
current form

32%
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BUSINESS PROCESS 
SYSTEMS
Content management systems may well underlie many busi-

ness processes, particularly those that involve collaboration 

and case-work, but there are others where forms provide the 

input to the process, database updates and approvals are 

made, outputs are sent, and archives are stored. These sys-

tems can exist within a department, they can be centralised, 

moved to head office, or they can be outsourced completely. A 

classic example is Accounts Payable (AP). Invoices arrive, they 

are matched against order forms and delivery records, they are 

passed for approval, payment is made, and order and stock 

systems are updated. When the invoices arrive, be it on paper 

where scanning would be involved, or electronically as a PDF, 

some level of capture would improve the routing of the invoice, 

and additional information such as order number, customer ref-

erence, and even line items could be recognised and checked. 

Integration with the order processing or ERP system is an es-

sential part of this. If the orders are more complex, access to 

original contract documents, inspection reports, etc., may be 

needed, and approvals may require a workflow for sign-off.   

The AP process has been described here as many other ap-

plications take a similar form, and in the same way, they may 

require other content and information to be accessed, and they 

may also be candidates for centralisation or outsourcing.
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Applications
Another reason for describing AP is that it is by far the most 

popular application amongst our respondents with 29% al-

ready having a capture-enabled system in place: it is also true 

that almost all organisations receive invoices. Accounts receiv-

able is the next most popular application (12%), and can in-

volve capture of order forms, and delivery confirmations, along 

with further correspondence involved in payment collection. 

Another generic application is document and correspondence 

capture for customer service or case management (10%). 

These days that might involve capture across multiple chan-

nels including mail, email, text message, social media, etc. HR 

is another classic application (8%) with capture of applications 

forms and CVs prior to circulation amongst recruiters, although 

this is becoming increasingly digital from the outset. 

Then come a number of industry-specific applications such as 

claims processing and account opening, which still seem to 

involve many paper forms although much of the evidence for 

claims processing can now include photos and videos, often 

submitted directly by the claimant.

Capture of compliance and approval forms (9%), and capture 

for archiving (36%) have been set at the end as they don’t gen-

erally drive the process as such, although they are an important 

part of it. As we saw earlier, capture of documents on mobile 

devices – and this could easily include compliance and approv-

als – is still quite low at 6% of our respondents. 

Reasons for non-investment
Although we appreciate the pressures to invest in a whole va-

riety of IT projects, particularly for smaller organisations, we 

wanted to establish why 37% have no capture enabled ap-

plications. Too small and not-relevant were obvious reasons, 

along with different priorities, but 14% need a better cost justi-

fication, 10% feel they lack expertise, and 11% need someone 

to show them what’s possible – another example where exter-

nal consultants might be considered too expensive, but a good 

system integrator with solution-selling experience could help.

Accounts Payable

29% 

CAPTURE-ENABLED PROCESS APPLICATIONS

Customer Service / 
Case Management

10% 

HR System
8% 37% 

No capture-enabled 
application 

12% 
Accounts Receivable
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Figure 10: Do you have any of the following? (N=288)

AP (Accounts Payable) system with  
invoice capture front-end

AR (Accounts Receivable) system with  
capture of delivery documentation

Document capture for customer  
service/case management

HR system with capture of applications,  
CVs and correspondence

Claims system with capture of forms  
and evidence documents

Account opening system with  
forms capture front-end

Loans, insurance, investment  
management with imaging for archive

Capture of compliance and approval forms

Capture for archiving

Capture of documents on mobile devices

None of these
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Figure 11:  Why have you not invested in capture systems and process management? 
(N=150 with no application-specific systems)

Too small

Not relevant to our business

Has never been cost-justified

Is not a priority for resources

Lack of expertise

Need someone to show us what’s possible

We are currently planning to do so

Don’t know
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Business Process Challenges
All good process owners, departmental heads, or chief operat-

ing officers should always be looking to improve the efficiency 

and reduce the costs of the processes that they are respon-

sible for, and indeed, 66% see this as their biggest challenge. 

However, cost is not all, and reassuringly, matching customer 

needs and improving customer experience (39%), along with 

reducing errors and unnecessary delays (38%), are big chal-

lenges. They also recognise the need to reduce paper in the 

process (30%). 

Business processes seldom stand alone and 23% struggle to 

better integrate processes across business systems, and a fur-

ther 16% need to extend their capture across multiple chan-

nels, as described above.

Figure 12: Which THREE of the following do you see as the biggest challenges for your business processes? (N=199)

Reducing costs and improving efficiency

Matching customer needs and improving 
 customer experience

Minimising errors and unnecessary delays

Reducing the amount of paper in the process

Integrating processes across  
business systems

Ensuring compliance with constantly  
changing regulations

Managing and capturing content into the  
process across multiple channels

Maximising the use of automated capture

Dealing with content output from the process – 
communicate, print, archive

Building in flexibility without  
compromising compliance

Retaining the right mix of internal  
and outsourced services
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TOP 4 CHALLENGES  
FOR BUSINESS PROCESSES:

30%  
reducing paper

39%  
improving customer 

experience

66%  
reducing costs and 
improving efficiency 

38%  
reducing errors  

and delays
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Digital Transformation
Some might say that thirty years of imaging and content man-

agement has always been about digital transformation, but it 

has become an important mantra of late, mostly as a way to 

alert organisations that there are now so many ways in which 

physical or paper-based objects have become digital “objects”, 

and that this can pose considerable threats to existing business 

ways, but can also present tremendous opportunities for new 

and potentially disruptive business ideas. 

19% of our survey respondents are fully signed up to digital 

transformation, plus a further 13% who are already quite ma-

ture in that respect. For 28% it is a key focus, but is not the 

highest priority, and 5% would like it to be, but don’t know 

where to start – another opportunity for external consultants or 

solution integrators.

Figure 13: Is "Digital Transformation" a key focus for your business right now? (N=201)

Yes, very much so

Yes, although we are already quite mature  
in our digital processes

Yes, alongside other initiatives and priorities

It is – but we don’t really know where to start

It describes some of our projects

It’s not commanding much traction here

We haven’t even made first steps as yet

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

28

19

13

5

5

17

12
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Process Priorities
Internal review and approval processes have the highest priority 

in terms of planned or current projects, followed by new cus-

tomer/citizen onboarding and customer correspondence and 

help desk – the latter becoming more important in this fast-re-

action social-media-driven age. AP and AR take their place as 

fourth and fifth priorities with a further 19% with planned pro-

jects and 23% with ongoing projects. 

Taking sales proposals and contracts, supplier contracts, and 

review and approval processes together indicates an impor-

tant need to move more quickly to respond to customers or 

suppliers, but still keeping in place the appropriate checks and 

balances by incorporating business rules and past experience 

within the approval workflow.

Figure 14:  Which common business processes are the most likely candidates for improvement in your organisation? 
(N=201)

Internal review and approval processes, 
etc.

New customers/accounts/citizens

Customer correspondence, helpdesk

Finance - accounts payable (AP)

Finance - accounts receivable (AR)

Sales proposals and contracts

Records and compliance procedures

HR processes (internal and external)

Case management

Supplier contracts and procurement

Applications, claims, assessments
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Consolidation
As we mentioned earlier, many organisations have adopted 

or built point-solutions for different content and process appli-

cations, often involving different suppliers and systems in use 

for the same functions in different parts of the business. They 

now see the need to consolidate content and process systems 

together, and to have preferred systems in place for all new 

applications. 9% are looking to consolidate around an existing 

system or supplier, and 8% would like to consolidate multiple 

existing systems into a new system/supplier. 

The alternative, for 24%, is to better integrate across their  

existing systems. Ironically, integration of content systems 

is likely to be much easier with newer systems, with modern 

program interfaces that comply with CMIS, rather than legacy 

ones. Larger organisations are more likely to consolidate into 

an existing system (17%) rather than a new one (4%), but they 

are also the keenest to integrate (38%).

Figure 15: Do you have plans to consolidate your content and process systems?  (N=197)

Consolidate multiple systems into one  
existing system/supplier

Consolidate multiple systems into a  
new system/supplier

Improve integration across our  
existing systems

Continue as we are for the 
 foreseeable future

Don't know
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Outsourcing
Outsourcing can take many forms: offshore, nearshore, on-

shore, off-premise or on-premise. Payroll processing, out-

bound mailing and back-file scanning have always been popu-

lar outsource candidates. It is interesting to see that accounts 

payable is currently outsourced by 28% of our respondents 

with 7% planning to do so. Invoices can readily be directed 

to any centralised address where scanning and capture take 

place, and the further processing to payment can take place 

at another completely different address, possibly in another 

country. Outsourcing accounts receivable often has different 

commercial considerations around invoice factoring and debt 

collection. 

The concept of managed print services (MPS) is fairly well 

known – used by 19% and planned by a further 11%, but Man-

aged Content Services (MCS) is a more recent concept, in use 

by 9% and set to double to 18%. It is an immediate way to 

acquire expertise, avoids the resource impact of system selec-

tion, and speeds implementation using an experienced team.

Figure 16: Which of the following processes are routinely outsourced by your organisation? (N=248)

Payroll and benefits

Accounts payable/invoice processing

Outbound mailing/print

Managed print services

Accounts receivable/debt collection

Back-file scanning/conversion

Inbound mailroom

Managed content services

Pre-process capture
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Technology
Although data capture and OCR have been around for many 

years, the uptake has been quite slow compared to simple  

imaging, although a combination of image and OCR data is 

often used for free text searching. The simplest level of OCR 

use is for document routing, where simple clues such as  

barcodes, order numbers or customer references are captured 

and used to route images to the appropriate workflow. This is 

used by 16% of our respondents compared to the 46% using 

simple imaging and manual routing. The next level is to use 

OCR to extract the field data from forms and use it to populate 

databases and other systems. This is used by just 5% of our 

respondents, and represents a huge potential for reduction in 

keying costs, perhaps in conjunction with bringing outsourced 

processes back in-house. 

A third level of capture sophistication, which can be applied 

to both electronic documents and scanned images, is to use 

content analytics for intelligent processing – in use by 8%. Here 

things like sentiment analysis, fraud detection, legal discovery 

and automated redaction can be used to identify and expedite 

specific types of correspondence, images, corporate records, 

PII protection, etc.  

Figure 17: What is the highest level of technology that you have deployed in your business processes? (N=173)

Scanned image for workflow and archive

OCR/data capture for document routing

OCR/data capture for forms data extraction 
and routing

Data capture and analytics for intelligent 
processing

None of these
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Infrastructure and Cloud
Discussions about public cloud security and reliability linger on, 

but most content and process system suppliers have moved to 

a cloud-capable design and flexible licencing models. Whether 

that is for in-house data centres, public data centres with dedi-

cated servers, or true SaaS provision matters little. Each organ-

isation will have its own preferences. In our survey, 29% would 

ON-PREMISE OR ON CLOUD?

see on-premise as the primary 
infrastructure for their content 

and process management

29% 30% 
are looking to a hybrid mix of on-premise 

and cloud as the primary infrastructure for 
their content and process management

likely stick with on-premise deployment, and 30% with a mix 

of on-premise and cloud. Where the applications are cloud-

based, 22% would deploy them in their own data centres, with 

19% chosing commercial data centres, but less than half of 

those (7%) are prepared to use SaaS applications.

Figure 18:  Going forward, what do you see as the primary infrastructure for your content and process management? 
(N=164)

Hybrid – mix of cloud 
and on premise 30%

SaaS – commercial data 
centres, shared servers 7%

Cloud – commercial data 
centres, dedicted servers 12%

On premise29%

Cloud – own data centres22%
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SYSTEM  
PROCUREMENT
The Procurement Team
Coming up with a set of requirements, justifying the spend, and 

selecting a system and a supplier for an information manage-

ment project is not easy. Often it rides on the level of leader-

ship. Given the size of most of the companies in our survey, it is 

no surprise that the CEO, president or owner is likey to be the 

key evangalist and project owner for 33% of our surveyed or-

ganisations. For a similar number (32%) it is the CIO or Head of 

IT. Line of business managers and process owners head up the 

initiative in just 10% of organisations. We could either conclude 

that this indicates the company-wide importance of such pro-

jects, or that they are too IT-led and not enough business-led.   

When it comes to the procurement team, things look better 

with 50% including the CEO, 24% the CFO, and a perhaps 

reassuring 30% including the head(s) of department or process 

owners. 5% use external consultants compared with 9% who 

use a trusted solutions provider– perhaps tapping into more 

cost-effective expertise. On the other hand, only 7% have or 

involve a head of records or compliance officer, and only 4% 

have an established business improvement committee with 

representatives from across all departments.

Figure 19:  Who is usually involved in assessing solutions and strategies for document services and  
process improvement (other than the IT department)? (N=251)

CEO/President/Owner

CFO

Head of department/process owner

Other affected departments

Chief Operating Officer, head of operations

Trusted solutions provider

Internal consultants

Head of records/compliance/IM

Head of business services

External consultants

Dedicated business improvement committee
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Procurement Drivers
When it comes to selecting suppliers and products for con-

tent and process management, each organisation will have its 

own mix of priorities, preferences and constraints. In much the 

same way, different suppliers and different products will bring 

different elements and skills to the table. Ideally, a win-win solu-

tion will emerge where the skills and resources of the supplier 

and the capabilities of the product mesh with the needs and 

resources of the customer – always assuming, of course, that 

this is at a mutually acceptable price point.

Figure 20:  Would you say that in general your content/process management selection decisions are (max. 2): 
(N=167)

In our survey, 49% say they look primarily for a solution with 

the proven ability to solve their issues, whereas 29% may also 

have a strong need to integrate with their chosen corporate 

platforms – rising to 37% for larger organisations. Product fea-

tures and functions are, of course, important and are listed by 

28%, while for 21%, compliance and GDPR are important. Un-

fortunately, 26% are forced to buy the cheapest tender rather 

than the best match to their needs and aspirations. This in itself 

puts undue pressure on the selection team to come up with a 

“perfect” set of requirements, and often results in missed op-

portunities to utilise the experience and product knowledge of 

a good solution provider.

Solution driven – proven ability to solve  
issues and deliver benefits

Compatibility driven – need to integrate with 
chosen corporate platforms

Product driven – features and functions of 
key products

Tender driven – meets the requirements 
specification at best price

Compliance/regulation driven – able to match 
specific requirements, e.g. GDPR

Vertical market driven – able to match re-
quirements for your specific industry

Hype/trend driven – reacting to market 
trends,  e.g. cloud, mobile, blockchain, etc
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Supplier Types
As listed in Figure 21, we can see just how wide the range of 

potential suppliers is, ranging from large general IT vendors to 

local systems resellers. Some supply many products, others 

are focused on just one. Some provide independent consul-

tancy, some a range of professional services, and for some you 

are largely on your own. 

We can also see how the legacy of the last thirty years is  

playing out. Large IT suppliers (38%), ERP system suppliers 

(30%), document print service suppliers (30%), and financial 

system suppliers (19%) have been the most popular for existing 

services, although recent arrivals such as EFSS file-sync and 

share providers have taken a strong initial share (28%). 

However, when we order the list by likely future supplier, we 

see a different picture. Pure-play ECM/BPM vendors come to 

the fore, followed by systems integrators and managed con-

tent services suppliers, all of which indicates a need to tap into 

the levels of experience and expertise that these suppliers and 

solution providers have. 

The biggest drop backs are large general IT suppliers (IBM, 

EMC, Oracle, Microsoft), ERP and financial system suppliers, 

and print services suppliers (albeit still with 16%), along with, 

somewhat surprisingly, the file sync and share providers who 

drop back to 11%.

The biggest jumps are pure-play ECM/BPM vendors (up from 

9% to 19%), reflecting a preference to work directly with the 

experts, and their resellers (up from 7% to 16%) perhaps for 

better local or industry-specific knowledge. Open source ven-

dors look to have added popularity, although only up to 13%, 

well below the systems integrators and MCS suppliers, which 

both grow to 19%. SharePoint pretty much holds its own, but 

switches from self-implemented (down from 20% to 16%), to 

local reseller (up from 9% to 13%), again reflecting a need for 

external expertise as the product has become more complex.  

Overall we can say that the spread of supplier types for con-

tent and process management solutions is becoming much 

more equal, away from the dominance of the large IT and ERP 

system vendors and more towards pure-play vendors, system 

integrators and content services suppliers.
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Figure 21:  How would you describe your current and likely future supplier for content/process 
management solutions and professional services? (N=134)

Pure-play ECM/BPM vendor  
(e.g., OpenText, Hyland, Kofax, etc.)

Systems integrator providing end-to-end, 
best-of-breed solution

Managed content services supplier

SharePoint self-implemented

Supplier of our ERP system

Reseller of dedicated ECM/BPM products

Supplier of our document and  
print services

Supplier and product dedicated to our 
type of vertical business

Open Source vendor (e.g., Alfresco)

SharePoint from local Microsoft reseller

Large general IT supplier  
(e.g., IBM, EMC, Oracle, Microsoft)

File sync and share provider  
(eg Box, Dropbox, Google Drive)

Supplier of our financial system
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Supplier Factors
So what do people look for in ECM and BPM solution  

providers? The ability to understand and define requirements  

is the biggest factor, and speaks to a consultative selling  

mechanism where past experience within the industry sector 

and the organisation size are made readily available to help the 

needs analysis and requirements specification process. 

Figure 22:  How would you rank the importance of the following when considering content and  
process solution providers? (N=167)

Of course, these also need to match to a product that has the 

required functionality, but beyond that users are also looking for 

long-term stability of the supplier, their history of support and 

service provision, and, of course, the price. Loyalty from past 

experience as a customer counts, but not as strongly as these 

other factors.
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countries/languages
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System Integrators
We have talked earlier about system integrators, and what they 

can bring to the party. The largest organisations, with well-

staffed IT departments, may be confident to select and inte-

grate products themselves, but even then they may not have 

quite the level of expertise that a system integrator or exter-

nal consultant can bring. On top of that, a system integrator 

will stick with the project until everything is working, whereas 

a consultant may move on after the selection and initial im-

plementation phase. A system integrator does need to have 

competent products in their kit bag, but they will also be only 

too aware that these products have to be able to talk to each 

other, and remain talking with each other over time.

Larger organisations are more likely to integrate products 

themselves (46% compared to 34% for small and 28% for 

mid-sized) but 35% of larger organisations still appreciate the 

solutions expertise of a system integrator. They are also the 

most concerned with maintaining integrations over time (31%), 

particularly as knowledgeable members of their IT staff might 

move on post-project.

Figure 23:  System integrators generally consult on your needs and put together a mix of products to provide  
an end-to-end solution. How do you feel about using one? (Tick all that apply) (N=164)

We prefer to select and integrate products 
ourselves

Offers a balance between product expertise and 
understanding solution needs

It depends on which prime products they offer

Solution support is best with just one end-to-end 
supplier

Maintaining integrations over time is an important 
issue

Product support is best when dealing direct with 
each vendor

Prime IT vendors have product portfolios but may 
not be best-ofbreed or well integrated

Independent consultants are not always  
objective, and are expensive

No preference, but we have to pick whoever  
puts in the cheapest tender
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Surprisingly, the most reported benefit from document and 

process initiatives is improved organisational agility and  

flexibility (cited by 51%). This brings together many of the  

aspects we have covered such as organisational change,  

process optimisation, customer response, outsourcing, and 

adaptation to changing business environments. Next is greater 

knowledge sharing within and between teams (39%), followed 

by improved customer service and retention (35%). All of these 

benefits are somewhat intangible and difficult to put a price 

on, but they are certainly fundamental to building successful 

businesses. 

TOP 3 BENEFITS  
FROM DOCUMENT AND PROCESS INITIATIVES:

greater knowledge sharing 
within and between teams

39%
improved customer 

service and retention

35%
improved organisational 

agility and flexibility

51%

Faster end-to-end processes, increased visibility of operational 

bottlenecks, and reduced staff overheads are the classic  

benefits of BPM systems, and somewhat more easily  

quantified from a money-saved point of view. Improved  

regulatory compliance can be more difficult to quantify, but  

recent cases of data breaches, corporate mismanagement and 

tighter financial regulation show both the potential real cost, 

and the PR costs of compliance failures.

OVERALL BENEFITS,  
ROI AND FUTURE PLANS
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Figure 24:  What would you say are the THREE biggest benefits resulting from your document and 
process initiatives: (N=150, excl. 11 N/A)

Improved organisational agility and 
flexibility

Greater sharing of knowledge within and 
between teams

Improved customer service and retention

Faster end-to-end processing and response

Increased visibility into operational effi-
ciencies and bottlenecks

Reduced staff and office overheads

Improved regulatory, legal, and industry 
compliance

Greater ability to analyse and extract 
business intelligence

Reduced legal, security and PR risk to the 
business
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ROI
Despite the intangible nature of many of the benefits described 

above, investment approval in most organisations is driven by 

return-on-investment criteria, most readily expressed as the 

payback period where the cost or resources used to implement 

the system are balanced by the returns and improvements 

achieved. Our survey indicates that one third of document and 

process initiatives repay the investment in 12 months or less – a 

single budgeting period - and two thirds within 2 years. These 

are very good numbers when compared with most other busi-

ness investments, IT or otherwise. 

achieved a payback on their 
investments within two years

66% 

Figure 25:  What do you feel has been the payback period you have, or are on track to achieve, as a result of 
your document and process initiatives? (N=88, excl.76 don’t knows)

More than 3 years 17%

3 years 16%

2 years 20%

6 month 3%

18 months

9 months2%

13%

12 months28%
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Plans
It is a healthy sign that 62% of our respondents are planning to 

increase their investment in document and/or process systems 

within the next two years. A little more difficult to interpret is the 

29% who are planning to replace systems. These could well be 

systems that don’t support cloud and mobile extensions, com-

ponents that need to be replaced because they don’t integrate 

well, second-time buys based on learned experience, or in light 

of the move away from large IT vendors, perhaps it is rejection 

of costly support contracts on legacy systems.

1
1
1

plan to increase their 
investment in document 
and/or process systems 
within the next 2 years

62%

Figure 26: Are you planning to expand or replace your document and/or process systems within (N=134)

6 months

6-12 months

1-2 years

Within the next 3-4 years
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Over half of the organisations in our survey have one or more 

document or content management systems, and a third have 

image-enabled business processes, the most popular being 

accounts payable and accounts receivable, but also including 

case management, HR, customer on-boarding and claims. 

Surprisingly few (18%) have formal records management sys-

tems, and this could become a challenge for GDPR compli-

ance. 

Overall, these investments have been successful and have pro-

vided strong benefits of flexibility, knowledge-sharing and im-

proved customer response. Most have seen a payback within 

two years, and 63% plan to increase their investment over the 

next two years. 

Connecting these systems together to form a more widely ac-

cessible and searchable content system for collaboration, busi-

ness process and archive is proving to be more difficult, espe-

cially for access on mobile devices, and potential moves to the 

cloud. As a result, user organisations are moving away from 

the large generic IT vendors towards more focused ECM and 

BPM suppliers. They are also more interested in solutions than 

products, and are more likely to turn to a systems integrator or 

managed content services (MCS) supplier than the incumbent 

supplier of their ERP or financial systems. 
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Recommendations
–  If you have yet to invest in a content management system, 

or a business process solution, take advice on the best 

way forward. Point solutions for particular projects or de-

partments are a least-risk way to get off the ground, but 

your system selection should have an eye towards future 

requirements of wider access and additional business pro-

cesses. 

–  If you already have image-enabled processes such as AP 

or AR, look to extend to other areas such as customer re-

sponse or internal approvals. If the current systems are not 

suitable for extension, take what you have learnt and apply 

it to the new application, or share it with the other process 

owners. 

–  Rather than providing scanning and capture capability on a 

process-by-process basis, investigate the digital mailroom 

concept in its widest sense (including mobile capture) to 

see how best to keep paper out of the business. This will 

speed up response and cut handling costs as well as pro-

viding process-ready images of all types of forms, invoices 

and letters.

–  Consolidating your capture capability across multiple pro-

cesses might allow you to invest in more sophisticated 

OCR for routing, data capture and analytics. 

–  Review your handling and archiving of customer data 

against the requirements of GDPR.  

–  Visualise your existing systems as providing content and 

process services, and look at how you could best extend, 

consolidate or integrate them to provide your users and 

applications with secure but flexible access to find, share, 

process and archive content wherever it lives in the organ-

isation.

–  Don’t blindly follow your historical procurement methods. 

Use solution providers such as system integrators and 

resellers with experience in your industry or geography, 

rather than drawing up extensive requirements lists and 

tendering for the cheapest product. 

–  Consider a service approach (MCS) from managed con-

tent suppliers for immediate access to expertise, speedier 

implementation and conversion of capital costs to revenue. 

This might be a good compromise between outsourcing 

and recruiting internal expertise.
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Appendix 1

SURVEY  
DEMOGRAPHICS
Survey Background
Data from 332 respondents was collected using a web-based 

tool between mid-September and mid-November 2017. The 

survey was translated into 6 languages, and the invitation to 

participate was emailed to Konica Minolta customers across 

Geography
Germany and France make up 16%, 

Belgium and Netherlands 42%, 

Scandinavia 28% and Poland 10%.

Organisational Size
Larger organisations (over 500 em-

ployees) represent 17%, with mid-

sized organizations (50 to 500 em-

ployees) at 39%. Small organisations 

(1 to 50 employees) represent 44%. 

Note: compared to most US-centric 

surveys, this represents the more 

typical size of organisation or subsid-

iary found in Europe.

10 countries in Europe and a wide range of industry sectors. 

The number of responses to each question varies, as only the 

demographic questions were made compulsory.

Other 2%

Poland 10%

Denmark 2%
Finland 19%

Sweden 6%

Netherlands 5%

Germany8%

Belgium37%
Norway 1%

Austria1%
France8%

5,000+ emps 2%
501-5,000 emps 15%

251-500 emps 8%

1-6 emps
20%

7-50 emps
24%

51-250 emps 31%
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Industry Sector
Manufacturing and construction make up 19%, utilities, re-

tail and transport 12%, government local and national 7%, 

education and non-profits 10% and finance, banking and 

insurance 7%.

Job Roles
33% of respondents are from IT, 13% 

from records or information manage-

ment, 11% department manager or 

process owner, and 28% C-level 

(CEO, CFO, COO).

Other 17%

Professional services, 
legal, media 5%

Energy, mining, 
oil & gas 2%

IT & technical 
consulting 3%

Government & public 
services – national 3%

Finance, banking & 
Insurance 7% Government & public 

services – local7%

Manufacturing, process, 
engineering, construction19%

Utilities, retail, transport, 
real estate12%

Print services vendor/
bureau/outsource8%

Education, charity, 
non-profit10%

Business consultants 4%
Healthcare 5%

Other16%

CFO, Chief Accountant, 
finance manager 6%

CEO, Managing 
Director, owner 19%

Head of Operations, 
operations manager 3%

Business consultant1%

IT staff12%

Head of IT/CIO16%

Governance,  
compliance, legal6%

IT Consultant or 
Project Manager5%
Print room manager 
or staff3%

Records, document management, 
print management staff4%

Line-of-business exec.,  
department head or process owner 11%
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Structured business processes as well as a robust and 

secure IT infrastructure are fundamental to compete in today’s 

markets. Konica Minolta’s Business Services help you 

optimise your processes and facilitate the use of information. 

Our portfolio entails consultancy services, infrastructure 

implementation and managed services. With our support, you 

are able to concentrate fully on your core competencies.

Concentrate on your core business objectives 
and break free from mundane tasks
Daily, the fl ood of information, data and documents that 

companies need to deal with is growing – e-mails, data fi les, 

invoices etc. infl ate the data volume. Unstructured knowledge 

is frequently stored in disparate data silos, which makes internal 

procedures more time-consuming, impedes transparency, and 

can delay important decisions. 
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At Konica Minolta, we optimise your information-relevant 

corporate processes by applying our Managed Content 

Services (MCS). As part of our MCS approach, we analyse the 

document-intensive workfl ows in your enterprise to propose 

optimisations, implement specifi c, tailored solutions – and 

following that, even manage the infrastructure we have created 

for you. 

A core off ering in our MCS portfolio are Enterprise Content 

Management (ECM) solutions, tailored to the needs of your 

organisation. ECM solutions provide complete, end-to-end 

control of your information fl ow with seamless integration into 

your CRM and ERP systems. 

Konica Minolta’s Managed Content Services enhance your 

overall effi  ciency, let you respond faster to customer needs, 

safeguard your data, and streamline your workfl ows – giving 

your operational agility and business results a welcome boost.


